The best toy designers in the world

We design all the elements and bricks. But it still takes the imagination of a child to make a truly outstanding toy. A toy like no other in the world, a toy that can easily be built into a completely different one. The DUPLO® Bricks can be built together with the LEGO® SYSTEM sets - which then work with the LEGO® TECHNIC sets. That's why LEGO® toys have an almost unlimited life and an infinite number of possibilities.

Building fun
Lots of colourful bricks and pieces with many sounds and functions to explore. All ranges stimulate the child's development and make it fun both to play and learn. SEE PAGES 4-19.

LEGO® SYSTEM
3-16 years
It's a new toy every day.
The essence of free and creative building. Many themes to choose from: Basic, Belville, Town, Trains, Ships, Pirates, Castle, Space and Model Team. The Electric System in Town, Train and Space adds even more fun and play value. SEE PAGES 20-47.
Are your children learning with LEGO® products at school?

Don't be surprised if they are! LEGO Dacta is the educational division of LEGO UK Limited, and thousands of children are already working with LEGO Dacta sets, from Nursery schools to Secondary schools.

All LEGO Dacta products are curriculum based and designed for group use. Extensive teachers' support material makes learning easy and fun.

LEGO Dacta sets are not available through this brochure or in the shops. For more information please telephone us on: 0978 290900 and ask for LEGO Dacta or fax us on 0978 296239.
Watch the senses wake up

DUPLO® Baby toys make learning fun. The different sounds and colours, will stimulate your child’s natural curiosity and will encourage the baby to experiment. All the parts are absolutely safe to play with. Later they can all be used together with other DUPLO parts to build exciting new toys.
Enjoy every little step ahead

It all begins with putting the bricks together. Soon your child can turn DUPLO Building Bricks into almost anything. Playing with DUPLO bricks even improves motor skills and coordination while giving lots of fun. The creativity is easily carried around in the practical buckets, cannisters or the Carry Case. DUPLO Building Bricks fit all other DUPLO toys, so the fun just keeps on building.

NEW

1576 DUPLO Happy Face Carry Case contains an assortment of bricks, two fun characters and other special elements. From 2 years.

New products available from 14 January.
1½-5 years
Building Sets

NEW
2327 DUPLO Bricks and Pieces
2317 DUPLO Police Building Bananza

NEW
2337 DUPLO Build a Dog
2347 DUPLO Brown Bear’s Building Set

NEW
2380 DUPLO Building Bonanza

2393 DUPLO Build and Learn Bucket

2306 DUPLO Large Building Plate (38 x 38 cm).
2304 DUPLO Large Green Building Plate (38 x 38 cm).
2303 DUPLO Red and Green Building Plates (9.5 x 19 cm each).

2394 DUPLO Farm Bucket includes animals, figures, bricks, a windmill and other exciting elements.

2396 DUPLO Large Zoo Bucket includes a pull back motor, animal heads, a figure and an assortment of bricks.

New products available from 14 February
Watch them build up their imagination

Today your child is on safari, tomorrow they could be down on the farm. DUPLO® Play Sets give your child the freedom to choose, meaning that the play possibilities are endless. The play themes have been developed so as to stimulate the child’s imagination and encourage active play.

2669 DUPLO® Zoo Park.
Build your own Zoo with platforms, base plates, animals, figures and a truck.

2681 DUPLO® Lion Safari.
The lion family and panther cautiously watch the two figures filming from the camouflage truck.

2668 DUPLO® Zoo Animal Antics.
A selection of animals playing on slides and platforms.

2661 DUPLO® Zoo Truck.
Mobile cage for Baby Tiger and food.

2660 DUPLO® Zoo Nursery.

2689 DUPLO® Savanna Animals.
The elephant family and giraffe family relax in their natural surroundings, quietly observed by those on safari.

2616 DUPLO® Mini Safari
With baby elephant.

2372 DUPLO® Zoo Bucket.

2664 DUPLO® Tiger Enclosure.
The Panda cautiously watches the Tiger family feeding.

2662 DUPLO® Zoo Feeding Time.
The Sea Lion and Crocodile wait for the keeper to bring their fish.

New products available from 19 September
2-5 years Play Sets

Farm

2655 DUPLO Play Farm with animals, tractor, trailer and working conveyor.

2629 DUPLO Tractor, Trailer and Roller.

2647 DUPLO Farm Animals.

2617 DUPLO Tow Truck.

2688 DUPLO Health Centre which features a fully furnished consulting room, a waiting room and an ambulance with flashing light.

Vehicles

2621 DUPLO Octan Motorbike Transporter

2613 DUPLO Refuse Truck.

2612 DUPLO Motorbike and Rider.

2609 DUPLO Racer.

Family

2630 DUPLO Camping Set. The roof slides open and all parts fit inside the caravan.

2608 DUPLO Family includes six family members, the dog, a pushchair and video camera.

2656 DUPLO Village Post Office with the postman and his family.
2-5 years
Play Sets

Fire

2658 DUPLO Fire Station
with a slide, two well equipped fire engines, motorbike, firemen and a dog!

2677 DUPLO Fire Helicopter can fight any fire with its roll-out fire hose

Airport

2679 DUPLO Airport
where the Air Traffic Controller is always kept busy

2676 Bertie the Little Red Plane
with radar mast

2678 DUPLO Jumbo Jet
"Get ready for take-off," says the pilot to the stewardess

Police

2672 DUPLO Police Station.

2654 DUPLO Police Emergency Unit
with car and control desk.

2675 DUPLO Police Helicopter
with rotating blades
2-6 years

Play Trains

All aboard the DUPLO® Play Trains!

The beauty of the DUPLO® Play Train range is that your child can design and build both the trains and the track layout themselves. The range is highly collectable and each addition gives the child more scope for creative play.

2736 DUPLO Points (TWO)
2734 DUPLO Straight Track (SIX)
2735 DUPLO Curved Track (SIX)

2733 DUPLO Push-Along Play Train.
The sides of the trailer can be lowered to let the elephant on board.

2737 DUPLO Diamond Crossing and Track Pack (EIGHT)

2730 My First Electric Play Train Set.
Includes many sounds and functions which are under the child's control. From 3 years.
The train can be controlled in three different ways: a start/stop button placed on top of the train, a pole reverser which changes the train's direction and by means of a start/stop rail.

My first Electric Play Train will run on 3 x 1.5 volt batteries. Four different sounds indicate the functions start, stop, reverse and automatic power cut out. The cut out facility comes into effect when the train has not been activated for two minutes.
2-6 years

Playhouse

The house of the rising fun

With DUPLO® Playhouse the imagination has room to move. When playing “house” the children decide for themselves how to build and furnish their home - any improvements can soon be made! Many of the sets include soft beddings and curtains which can be drawn.

NEW

2794 My DUPLO House
has a fully fitted bathroom and kitchen, a lounge and a bedroom. All of the curtains can be drawn and the doorbell really works!

NEW

2792 Granny's DUPLO House
features a kitchen, a lounge area and an open staircase up to the attic bedroom.

NEW

2790 DUPLO Play Room.
A hideaway for watching television, playing games or going to sleep.

NEW

2786 DUPLO Utility Room
where Grandmother sees to the laundry.

NEW

2784 DUPLO Mother and Baby
with a pram and the family dog.

NEW

2788 DUPLO Kitchen
This modern kitchen includes a fridge, oven, stove, telephone and a host of other luxury features.

NEW

2787 DUPLO Nursery
including cot, quilt and play pen.

NEW

New products available from 30 May
**3-6 years**

**Too1o**

**Take a turn with Too1o**

Now your child can have their own screwdriver that is safe and easy to use. Suitable for children from 3 years old, DUPLO® Too1o sets can be used to build exciting new constructions over and over again.

- **2940 DUPLO Too1o Fire Truck** with a fire hose and a fire pump with hook.
- **2930 DUPLO Too1o Mobile Crane**. The crane moves up and down and rotates on the turntable.
- **2910 DUPLO Too1o Dumper Truck** with “real” rubber tyres.
- **2905 DUPLO Too1o Accessory Pack**
- **2950 DUPLO Too1o Construction Site**. The crane can rotate to work alongside the bulldozer and truck.
- **2920 DUPLO Too1o Digger**. The bucket and arm can be rotated for unloading into the truck.
1. The sturdy screws can’t fall out of the Toolo elements.
2. Loosen the screw by turning the screwdriver to the left (unlocking the elements).
3. Connect the elements and tighten the screw by turning the screwdriver to the right until it “clicks” (locking the elements).
The never ending story begins here

As children grow the challenges they face vary. LEGO® SYSTEM sets provide so many possibilities, limited only by the child's imagination. Children can start playing with Basic sets from the age of three. The bricks are even compatible with DUPLO® bricks for even more creative building fun.

1688 Large Play Bucket
a fantastic choice of elements that can be built into a windmill, an aeroplane or even a house with balcony.

345 Play Bucket
a range of bricks and elements to inspire children to build and play.

1884 Handy Bucket of Bricks
Contains a variety of bricks and special elements.

1885 Large Play Bucket of Bricks
Contains lots of bricks and special elements.

365 BASIC Standard Playcase
of bricks and elements in a two segment storage case with building plates as lids.
Super Scoop.
Containing a variety of bricks and elements. This set can scoop and tidy any floor.
Put the good ideas in a box

Imaginative ideas become toys with the many Basic sets. As creativity increases along with age the sets become more advanced. To help stimulate the imagination a building guide is included in every set. It gives ideas for several other models from the same set. The playcases are also part of the building fun.

LEGO SYSTEM

1879
5+ Bucket.
A huge selection of bricks and elements for more experienced builders.

515 BASIC Sampler Set.

525 BASIC Handypack, standard.

535 BASIC Handypack, large.

545 BASIC Standard Playcase. Lots of bricks and elements in 2 segment storage case with building plates as lids.

565 BASIC Large Playcase. Lots of bricks and elements in 3 segment storage case with building plates as lids.
Supplementaries

800 • 801 • 802 • 803 • 804 • 805 • 808 • 809 • 811 • 812
Extra bricks in assorted colours.
Roofing bricks with steep or shallow pitch. From 5 years.

845
9V Battery Motor.
With battery box and wheels.
Batteries not included. From 5 years.

813
Green Baseplate.
25 x 25 cm. From 5 years.

814
3 Baseplates — green, yellow, red. 6 x 12 cm each.
From 5 years.

815
Grey Baseplate.
38 x 38 cm. From 5 years.

819
Sea Plate.
Large Blue Building Plate
25 x 25 cm. From 5 years.

818
Pull-back motor.
From 3 years.

821
Element Separator.
From 3 years.

260
48-page LEGO Building Ideas Book to inspire free, creative building. From 5 years.

Wings or wheels?
Sets with plenty of construction possibilities put even more realism into play. That is the idea behind the LEGO® BASIC 7+ sets. And of course they combine with all other LEGO SYSTEM bricks to make the ideas really fly.
A new world of fun...

Belville is a whole new play range from LEGO SYSTEM. A world of small figures that a child can play with and have lots of fun! The sets include lots of details for hours of fun such as a TV set, a vanity case, a skateboard and even ponies with saddles and blankets. (Not all items are available in all sets.)
5880 Belville Pony Club
has all the facilities to train new and experienced riders, even a room for the stable girls to sleep in.

5890 Belville Family House
where you can decide how to furnish the house, where to put the telephone, when to walk the dog and even what time to go to bed.

5860 Belville Nursery
everything you need to keep baby happy.

5870 Belville Park
an exciting place for skateboarding and other fun games for the children of Belville.
PARADISA
From 5-12 years

Make every day a holiday

Collect your own paradise. Horseback-riding at the beach or surfing in the lagoon. With Paradisa you can go to your own paradise every day. Even on a rainy day you can be where the sun always shines.

NEW

6410 Paradisa Bay where you can fish, windsurf or just lie on the beach.

6416 Paradisa Palm Villa. With swimming pool, kitchen, panorama room and sports car.

6409 Paradisa Fun Park with ice cream.

6402 Paradisa Ice Cream Bar with four fantastic flavours.

6419 Paradisa Palm Ranch. With 3 stables, 3 horses, paddock and a horse transporter.

6403 Paradisa Beach Playground with see-saw.

LEGO SYSTEM

New products available from 15 January
Club Paradisa. With ice-cream stand, windsurfer and lifeguard.
Catch Max and be rewarded

The pest Max Timebuster is on his way to LEGO Town. But which way? The Police are ready with their Mobile Command Centre stationed at the new City Airport. But if he tries to escape via the harbour the new Sea Patrol Police boat (with Electric System) will catch him. Can you help the Police search for him on pages 28-45? He is wearing a red baseball cap.

At the Police Station

Max Timebuster is on his way

Phone call from the airport...

WANTED

400,000

I’LL GET HIM!

Calling headquarters.... Max Timebuster is on board the helicopter!

CATCH ME IF YOU CAN!

New products available from 15 January
Airport

City Airport busy with travelers bound for international flights or the city’s helicopter service.

- **6515** Octan Scout exploration helicopter
- **6536** Island Hopper with rear engine and double tail rotor
- **6342** Air Sea Rescue. Jet propelled rescue helicopter with landing gear and rescue hatch. With catamaran yacht.
- **6341** Octan Survey Team refuels and takes off to continue exploring.
6666 Ambulance always ready to respond to medical emergencies.

6571 Central Fire Station has everything to tackle even the worst fires; a helicopter, a fire chief's car and a fire engine.

6340 Fire Engine races to fight fires even in the tallest buildings of LEGO Town.
**Police**

- **6398 International Police Headquarters.** Fully equipped with prison cells, finger printing and photography rooms and complete radar equipment.

- **6344 Coast Patrol**
  Police surveillance jet with secret video camera.

- **6483 Sea Patrol**
  Tracking the smugglers' boat with its powerful radar (does not float).

- **6430 High Speed Patrol**
  With flashing light and siren.

- **6483 Mobile Command Centre**
  Rapidly arrives on the scene with the latest technology for any emergency.

- **6600 Highway Patrol**
  The fastest team in town.

- **6533 Motorway Patrol**
  With emergency equipment.

**NEW**

- **6511 Explorers off road vehicle**
- **6512 Mini Digger**

**Vehicles**

- **6662 Digger**
  With many realistic functions.

- **6670 Wrecker**
  With crane, road signs and tools.

- **6667 Highway Repair**
  Trailer has a compressor with shovel and pneumatic air hammer.

- **6668 Envirotruck**
  Container slides off and on when turning the winch.

**NEW**

- **6514 Explorer off road vehicle**

---

MAX HAS GOT THE POLICE COMPUTER... HELP ME FIND HIM!
Racing

6561 Hot Rod Club
Excited mechanics customise their own special cars for the big competition.

6513 Swamp Boat Air Jet
With rear propeller.

6537 Black Racer
Fastest boat in the harbour. (Does not float)

6648 Octan Rally
With suspension.

6538 Hot Rod
A fast, red customised car.

6663 Power Boat Racer
ATV with speed-boat and trailer.

6639 Ridgeway Races
Preparing for a great race. The fork-lift truck is ready with extra wheels and tools.
Harbour

6353 Europort Coastguard Patrol with speedboat.

6543 Powerboat Marina.
The Octan mechanics prepare the boats for the big race as the racers relax in the Palm Club.

6594 Octan Petrol Tanker.
With retractable hose.

6397 Octan Service.
Car wash with rotating brushes. Includes pick-up truck and car.

New products available from 15 January
6345 "The Fearless Eagles" Air Show. One side of the caravan can open transforming it into a ticket office.

6350 Mama's Pizzeria making the biggest and best pizzas in Town.

6351 Surf Island Camper. With boat and windsurfer.

6595 California Windsurf Club. The fun spot on the beach!

6665 Rapids Explorer. Its pontoons allow it to survive the roughest and toughest rivers.

6552 Coyote Canyon. Fully featured mountain camp with vehicle trailing rubber dinghy with outboard motor.

6534 Surfer's Beach Buggy. With surf board.

6314 Town folk.

6319 Countryside Collection.

6310 2 Road Plates - T junction.

6311 2 Road Plates - Curved.

6315 Road signs.

6312 2 Road Plates - Straight.

6313 2 Road Plates - Crossroads.

POLICE CALLING...MAX HAS BEEN SEEN WITH A PADDLE! REPEAT...
SHIPS

From 6-12 years

Have oceans of fun, with or without water!

The LEGO® SYSTEM Ships will float so you can use them in the bath. And of course you can use them with your other LEGO sets on the carpet.

MODEL TEAM

From 9-16 years

Build a big beauty!

The big models do not only impress with their size. The many details are also astonishing. These models can really get construction going. For hours and hours.

MAX TIMEBUSTER IS NOT PLAYING HIS TRICKS ON THIS PAGE ...OR IS HE?

4021 Police Patrol. Boat with diving equipment. Floats on water.

4011 Shark Hunter. Fishing boat which floats on water.

4031 Firefighter with helicopter. Fire pumps are on lifts that can be hoisted, lowered and turned. Floats on water.

NEW

5591 Mach II Red Bird

With its massive diesel truck transporter. Two separate and highly detailed models.

5581 Magic Flash.

Fully featured customised van pulling a twin wheeled trailer. The single-engined speedboat has an accessible engine and tiltable propeller.

5521 Sea Jet.

Twin engine power boat with working rudders, propellers and tilting engines.

New products available from 15 August
TRAINS

From 6-12 years

The good times roll on and on...

No city is complete without a railway. LEGO® SYSTEM Trains can be built in a new way every day. With the new Freight Express-train you can take almost anything by rail. With no batteries but a transformer instead, the fun can go on and on. The conducting rails connect firmly and easily. The electric current conducts to the motor through the metal wheels. It’s as simple as it is reliable.

The electric System with conducting rails, flashing lights, electric motors, etc. makes several sets even more realistic and exciting.

NEW

4564 Freight Express.
Easy to operate complete starter set.

4525 Rail and Road Excavator
ideal for track maintenance and repairs.

4544 Car Transporter
with loading ramp

4537 Octan Rail Tanker.
Magnetic coupling and petrol hoses transport the Octan petrol.

4531 Manual Points
with Track.

4515 Straight rails (EIGHT).

4520 Curved rails (EIGHT).

LEGO SYSTEM

New products available from 2 May
**4554 Central Station** with waiting room, payphone, coffee bar and ticket office. Includes luggage van and 8 figures.

**4558 Euro Express** with luggage room, buffet and compartments with seats and beds. Lights illuminate whilst driving. Includes motor, oval of rails, platform and 11 figures. To be used with 4548 Transformer and Speed Regulator.

**4547 Euro Express Tourist Car** with magnetic coupling. A double decker train with removable upper deck. Lower deck has sleeping facilities.

**4549 Container Double Stack**. Four wheel container crane with telescopic jib to unload the containers.

**4539 Strand Junction**. Includes level crossing with keeper and manually operated bars.

*Someone is fiddling with the time! Stop him!*

**LEGO SYSTEM**
Will Cap’n Roger get the Indigo gold?

Collect the new Indigo Islanders and let Captain Roger and his pirates face new challenges. The Indigo Islanders will try to hide their treasure by being very crafty. Will they succeed? Or will Cap’n Roger?

Pirates
Indigo Islanders
Soldiers

Soldiers

6277 Port Royal. Home of the Woodhouse Soldiers. Includes cranes, cannons, prison, ship and a treasure chest.

6271 HMS Sea Lion. With real compass, cannons and a rudder which can be steered from the bridge. Does not float.

6266 The Black Reef Bastion. With cannon to protect the Bastion.

6247 Admiral’s Launch. With treasure chest.
Indigo Islanders

6264 Indigo Treasure Cave
Ironhook searches for the secret cave entrance past the crocodile and the guards.

6262 Indigo Throne Cave
Can the Pirates steal the treasure or will they be scared away by the mysterious stone statue.

6236 Indigo Chief's Throne
Can scare even the toughest Pirate.

6246 Crocodile Prison
To keep the marauding Pirates from stealing the Indigo tribe's treasure.

6278 Indigo Island
The Indigo tribe closely guard their hidden treasure whilst the Pirates secretly land at the lagoon.

OH...MAX HAS GOT A NEW MASK!

6256 Indigo Chief's Canoe
Is easily able to outmanoeuvre the Pirates and Soldiers BUT will it escape the crocodile?

6252 Pirates, Soldiers and Treasure
Plus parrot and monkey

New products available from 14 March
Pirates

6286 The Black Skull.
Three masted Pirate ship. Captain Roger and his eight man crew battle with cannons and muskets. With working compass, anchor and crane. Does not float.

6234 Pirate Castaway.
Who will find the treasure?

6237 Treasure Hunt.
With rowing boat, shark and treasure chest.

6258 Pirates’ Palm Hide-out.
With rowing boat, shark and treasure chest.

6261 Ironhook’s Escape Craft.
With Captain Ironhook and two of his Pirates. Treasure chest and shark included.

6268 Sea Vulture.
The single masted Pirate ship with a real compass. Does not float.
Castle

From 5-12 years

It's a good day for a bad Knight

The Black Knights are sailing out to get the treasure. Can the Dragon save the treasure this time? The Knights fear no evil. They battle the Dragon to get the treasure. You can decide who will win when you collect the Castle sets.

6082 Castle Carreg:
Mountain-top, Magic Dragon Castle with cave and secret exits. Boulders can be thrown at attackers through the Dragons Head above the entrance.

6076 Ogwen's Cave:
Mountain cave conceals a secret exit. With Dragon Knights on horseback, Ogwen and Merlin with his luminous wand.

6038 Wolf People's Highway Haunt.
With secret room and treasure chest.

6056 Ogwen the Dragon:
The Dragon Knight must take Ogwen back to the Castle.

6048 Merlin's Workshop:
The Dragon Knight guards Merlin as he works on the secret formulae.

6075 Wolf People's Island Lair.
The drawbridge can be raised and lowered. Includes ghost and robbers.

6105 Castle Reinforcements:
with Wolf Person, Black Knight and two Dragon Knights.

6043 The Dragon Knights' Fire Catapult:
with four boulders to fire as ammunition.

WHAT!
MAX TIMEBUSTER WITH WINGS!

6020 Merlin the Wizard:
with luminous magic wand, creates spells in his secret lab.
Black Knights

6057 Black Knights' Ship. Includes five knights.

6086 Black Knights' Castle. With prisoner cell, ghost tower and secret exit. Drawbridge can be raised and lowered.

6034 Haunted Tower with luminous ghost.

6009 Black Knight.
Will the Space Police stop the robots?

The Spyrius agents steal a lot of hi-tech equipment from Ice Planet 2002. They hide it in secret places on Spyrius. They even have a spy on the Ice Planet. Only you can help Captain Magenta in his fight against the robots of Spyrius.

**SPYRIUS**

The planet of the spies. They steal satellites and rockets whenever they can get away with it. Then they hide the loot in secret places protected by robots, so the Space Police can’t find it.

**ICE PLANET**

To survive on Ice Planet you need special thermal protection because of the freezing climate. Advanced rockets and satellites are launched from the planet. Unfortunately many of these get stolen. Maybe by Spyrius Robots!

The Space Police have the fastest and most advanced spacecraft in the Galaxy. It helps them find out who steals the satellites and rockets. The agents from Spyrius are a constant threat to the Space Police investigation.

**THE PEST HAS GOT ONE OF OUR SKIS STOP HIM!**

**SPACE POLICE**

6984 Space Police Commander.
With prisoner cells. Can be divided into three sections. The back can be opened to reveal the vehicle inside.

6957 Space Police Galactic Enforcer.
With prisoner cell, double cockpit with a plane on the trailer.

6897 Space Police Prisoner Patrol.
Can be folded to a smaller space ship when the prisoner cell is detached.

6852 Space Police Com-Sat 6.
With communication satellite and unfoldable green dish aerials.

6813 Space Police - Captain Magenta.
With hand held microphone.
ICE PLANET

6814 Ice Planet Krysto Ranger with ice-saw

6879 Ice Planet VX122. With detachable satellite transmitter

6986 Ice Station Krysto. On this icy base you’ll find magnets, cranes, satellite launchers and a multitude of additional accessories.

6834 Ice Planet - Commander Bear. Ski mobile with aerial dish and ice-saw

6973 Ice Cruiser Zycon IV. With two cockpit modules. The middle section has a tiltable satellite rocket launcher and the rear cargo hold hides a small transport vehicle.

6898 Ice Planet VX102. A magnetically operated satellite launcher with aerial, control room and power saw
6991 Monorail Shuttle Launcher an advanced transport network linked directly to the overland shuttle craft.

6705 Commander Bear and the Spyrians.
NEW

6959
Spyrus Station Xenolith 6
controls a network of spies and plots more raids on the Ice Planet.

NEW

6939
Spyrian Sovek with Major Kartofski
with its vast sensor array and powerful space drives is able to steal the latest satellites and rockets.

NEW

6889
Spyrus Cybernetic Sobaton
a powerful all terrain vehicle able to withstand almost anything.

NEW

6835
Spyrus Zap 5
an ultra fast scout ship

NEW

6949
Spyrus Mighty Mogul
is virtually indestructible and can travel anywhere with its special 10-wheel drive system.

New products available from 15 August
Great functions on a small scale

Even the smallest LEGO TECHNIC models are packed with lifelike functions. A building guide for alternative models is included in each set - material to stimulate the imagination.

8824
LEGO TECHNIC Everglades Explorer
Features front steering and propellers which rotate when the wheels turn. From 8 years.

8828
LEGO TECHNIC Mechanical Digger
The shovel can be raised, lowered and tipped. From 8 years.

8818
LEGO TECHNIC Beach Buggy
This attractive model converts to a Dragster which can be motorised with set 8720. From 8 years.

8810
LEGO TECHNIC Alpha Racer
with shock absorbers. From 7 years.

8826
LEGO TECHNIC Quad ATV
with self-stabilising rear wheels. From 7 years.

8816
LEGO TECHNIC Arizona ATV
Features steering, raised suspension and spongy all terrain tyres. Can be motorised with Set 8720. From 8 years.

NEW
LEGO TECHNIC Team

New products available from 14 February.
8032 available from 2 May.
NEW LEGO TECHNIC

8022 LEGO TECHNIC
Multi Model Starter Set
with building instructions for an aeroplane, racing car, tow truck and a monster. From 7 years.

8032 LEGO TECHNIC
Multi Functional Starter Set
with new, spongy all terrain tyres. From 8 years.

8808 LEGO TECHNIC
Formula One Racer with steering. Can be motorised with set 8720. From 7 years.

8812 LEGO TECHNIC
Eagle Patrol
Single seater helicopter which can be motorised with set 8720. Main rotor and tail rotor can be turned simultaneously. From 8 years.

NEW LEGO TECHNIC

IT'S TECHNOFUNCTIONAL

NEW

LEGO TECHNIC CLUB

For more information please call 0978-296250

49
From 9-13 years
For experienced builders

Get motorised

The new Sand Stormer and Dakota Wrecker are waiting on the assembly line. But if you want to produce your own creations, the LEGO TECHNIC Briefcase contains wheels, gears, cranks, cranes and all the bits to build six cool models. Alternatively some of the models are driven by electric mini-motors which give a greater variety of functions.

8857 LEGO TECHNIC Trike
Features suspension, front steering and a four cylinder piston engine with chain drive. From 10 years.

8838 LEGO TECHNIC Moto Cross Bike
with chain, shock absorbers and piston motor construction. From 9 years.

8829 LEGO TECHNIC Sand Stormer
Features suspension, steering, spongy tyres and an engine with two working pistons. Can be motorised with set 8720. From 9 years.

NEW

8042 LEGO TECHNIC Multi Model Pneumatic Set
Includes instructions for four different vehicles which all feature pneumatics and front axle steering. From 9 years.
8082  LEGO TECHNIC
Multi Model Control Set.
All four models can be motorised with the two motors,
to give a greater variety of functions and movement. From 10 years.

8064  LEGO TECHNIC
Multi Model Motor Set
with 9V motor, battery box and
building instructions for four
motorised models. From 9 years.

8858  LEGO TECHNIC
Dakota Wrecker.
Features an engine with moving
pistons, suspension at both the front
and the rear, all terrain tyres, steering
and a hoist at the back. From 10 years.

8062  LEGO TECHNIC
Briefcase Set
with instructions to build a motorbike transporter, a twin
rotor helicopter, a six wheel loader with four wheel drive
and three exciting smaller models. New briefcase for
storage. From 9 years.

New products available from 2 May
From 9-13 years
For experienced builders

8872
LEGO TECHNIC Transroll.
Includes three models in one - a truck, trailer and forklift - all with a host of exciting features. From 9 years.

8837
LEGO TECHNIC Pneumatic Excavator.
The arm of the crane and grab can be raised and lowered by use of the pneumatic system. From 9 years.
Give your models a lift
If you are an advanced builder you need advanced models. And that's what this is about. The TECHNIC Truck presents a real building challenge where precision and skill is everything. Are you ready to put these skills to the test?

8868 LEGO TECHNIC Truck
with a compressor and pneumatic system. Air pressure for all the pneumatic functions is automatically built up and supplied from a built-in motor and motor pump. From 12 years.
From 11-16 years
For advanced builders

A driving ambition

What would you call a car with more than 1300 LEGO TECHNIC elements? A car that has a 4 speed gearbox, 4 wheel steering, V8 engine, movable headlights, independent suspension. We call it VX4 Super Car. Are you ready for the Super Car challenge?

LEGGO TECHNIC
Thunder Rescue
Helicopter with Flex System, which can tilt the rotating rotor blades. The wheels and the hook on the crane arm can be raised/lowered. From 11 years.
8094 LEGO TECHNIC Control Centre.
Contains a programmable Control Centre, detailed instruction manual, two 9V motors and numerous components to build four exciting, working models. Six 1.5V batteries (not included in the set) power both the Control Centre and the electric motors. Use ordinary alkaline batteries size LR6. From 11 years.

The robot arm can be programmed to grab a brick, lift it and gently lower it - all by itself.

Electric System
9V

A/B: Controls one motor in either direction. MEM: 1 and II: Selects one of the 2 memories. GO: Press once for single repeat and twice for endless.

N-S-E-W: Flat control pad to control the model in any direction.
PROGRAM: Press this button when ready for programming.

The crane repeats every movement you tell it to make.
The drawing-machine makes sketches all by itself. But you made the original.

New products available from 2 May
Do you love building with LEGO® Bricks? 
Do you enjoy sharing building ideas? 
Would you like to hear all about the latest products and LEGO shows and exhibitions to visit? 

Then the LEGO Club is for you!

For only £3.95 you will become one of our special members who receive an exciting enrolment pack including a personalised membership card and exclusive LEGO Club badge and lots more!!!

During your membership year we will send you 3 editions of our Club magazine brimming over with building ideas, product information, special competitions and our “members only” Club shop where you can buy hats, T-shirts, bags and lots more items to make you the envy of your friends.

Send in photos of your model ideas and who knows - you may become one of the extra special group of Master Builders.

You will also hear from us at Birthday and Christmas times. Ask your Mum or Dad if you can join.

To The LEGO® Club
Wrexham, Clwyd, LL13 7TQ
“Please enrol me as member”

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

First Name
Surname
Address
Post Code

I am a boy/girl* and I was born on

*Delete as applicable

A cheque/postal order payable to
LEGOLAND Center
for £3.95 is enclosed or please charge my Access/Visa

Credit card no.

Expiry date

Cardholder’s name

Cardholder’s address
(if different to above)

Cardholder’s signature

You get all this for

£3.95

Service Hotlines

For Consumer Service queries phone Chris or Sian on 0978 296247.
For LEGO Club queries phone Meryl or Barbara on 0978 296290.
For Service Brochure queries phone Gaynor on 0978 296233.
For LEGO Dacta queries phone 0978 296289.
For Retailer queries phone 0978 296224.
For all other calls phone LEGO UK Ltd. on 0978 290900.